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FEIFA Annual Conference 2023

FEIFA’s Annual Conference will take place in London on 
22nd May 2023.
The Conference is entirely complimentary for delegates and attendance is only available to FEIFA members and invitees. As 
in past years, the Conference will be unique in that it is predominantly designed around the requirements of the 
delegates, our members. The format, structure and location have all been selected as a result of the valuable 
feedback that we receive from our membership. Thus the event has always provided significant benefits for them - and 
therefore also proved highly successful for sponsors.

Professional Development
An excellent range of speakers and companies have presented in past years and we expect a line-up of similar quality 
in 2023. The structure and schedule provide a very diverse day, with significant professional development and 
training benefits for attendees. Each delegate is eligible for a CPD Certificate, issued by FEIFA, confirming the amount of 
hours of training received. 

Format and Schedule 
The day is broken up into four sessions, with presentations, an interactive panel session and keynote speeches 
throughout. Around these sessions there are scheduled networking breaks to keep the day interesting and focused. 

There will be refreshments available at registration and also during coffee breaks in both mid-morning and afternoon. In 
addition a full lunch is also provided. All drinks and food are complimentary for delegates and included in the package for 
sponsors.

Following the presentations and exhibitions there will be a post-event drinks reception; once again this is complimentary 
for the attendees and sponsors and allows further networking, plus assessment of ideas from the day.

Exhibition Hall and Networking Benefits
There will be a large exhibition area where delegates are able to network and mingle and obtain further information during 
the various scheduled breaks. 

As at past FEIFA events, attendees will no doubt find that, in addition to the presentations, the benefits of meeting 
and networking with fellow professionals based across Europe, and with a range of providers, proves to be highly 
advantageous. Sponsors also find similar benefits from the day.

Accommodation
FEIFA provides complimentary accommodation at the venue hotel to delegates for the preceding evening, 
allowing attendees to have an unhurried trip in and enjoy the pre-Conference drinks reception. It also ensures strong 
and consistent delegate numbers; we have always seen the Directors and key decision makers from the 
majority of our member companies at each FEIFA Annual Conference and expect a similarly impressive attendee list in 
2023.
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Previous years: delegates enjoying a presentation and, on the right, Keith Richards talks to the audience about Brexit and other 
key issues when he was CEO of the Personal Finance Society.
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There is a reasonable expectation that there will be in excess of €10 billion of investable client assets “in the 
room”.

Venue

In 2023 the event will once again be held at the excellent Hilton Tower Bridge hotel, which somewhat paradoxically is located in 
close proximity to London Bridge termini. The four-star, deluxe Hilton is situated within a leisurely five minute walk of London Bridge 
train and underground stations, the former being accessible by train from Gatwick in only 30 minutes. It is also easily 
accessible from all other main London airports. 

The hotel is also located close to the Thames, as well as iconic tourist attractions such as Tower Bridge, The Shard and The 
Tower of London. In addition, the heart of the city is just a short walk across London Bridge.

The hotel has been selected for this convenient location and also due to its excellent business meeting space. 
The Conference facilities are very high quality and all in close proximity. There will be complimentary high-speed wireless 
internet access throughout for delegates and sponsors. The hotel also has stylish, elegantly furnished guest rooms.

More information can be found here.

Feedback and Success
The verbal and formal feedback from all of our previous events has been exceptionally good from both delegates and 
sponsor companies. In fact the delegates have always rated the content and organisation very highly, in each past year.

Sponsor feedback has been similarly impressive and is perhaps why many companies sponsor the event every year.
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“We were impressed with the content, the engagement 
from the other companies and the overall smooth 
running of the day. We will all certainly be back.”
Conference delegate

“A most informative, enjoyable and well 
organised event.”
Conference delegate

https://www3.hilton.com/en/hotels/united-kingdom/hilton-london-tower-bridge-LONTBHI/index.html
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The information tiles provide a quick reference point to 
access details of the various Presentations, Keynotes 
and Panel Sessions, as well as the synopses and full 
speaker biographies for the various sessions.  

When advisers click on the SPONSOR'S INFORMATION tile they will 
reach a section similar to that opposite (another example from 2022). 
If they then select one of the companies, they are taken to a 
dedicated mini-Hub for that Sponsor, who can effectively use their 
own min-Hub in the manner that suits them best. A ''dummy" 
Sponsor's page is above.

In particular, it can be utilised to showcase products and services via 
brochures, factsheets and other documents, online videos, articles or 
any other relevant collateral - or links to such materials and content.

The mini-Hub will be promoted to 
FEIFA's whole membership at numerous 

times ahead of the event and 
afterwards.

Conference Hub

The Conference Hub is a unique online repository for the benefit of our members and sponsors. We first created this facility 
for our Autumn Conference Series 2020 and the engagement from our members was considerable (over 2,000 page views in 
only one month!). We therefore did the same again for our Autumn Conference Series 2021, with similar positive results, and 
created a comparable forum and information centre for our Annual Conference 2022.

It will have a Home page where delegates can easily and quickly access whatever information they desire. The page below left is an 
example from our Annual Conference 2022  -  the one for the FEIFA Annual Conference 2023 event will operate similarly.
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• 2 sponsor delegates (including speaker)
• Participation in a 75 minute panel discussion
• Full provision of AV equipment and technical support
• A manned stand at the event all day (from 8.15am to 5.30pm)
• The opportunity to network with all attendees during registration, a standing buffet lunch, all coffee

breaks and the post-Conference drinks reception
• Two invitations to the drinks reception following the conference
• Your own mini-Hub within the Conference Hub to display your marketing materials to delegates and

all of our members (further details on page 4)
• Advance copy of the delegate list
• Media coverage pre- and post-event and coverage on the FEIFA website
• Your logo and speaker’s profile in the event brochure
• Provision of delegate feedback report post-event
• Your panel session recorded and available to all of FEIFA's members as a VoD soon after the

event.

This sponsorship opportunity is available at a cost of only £10,000 – with a discounted 
fee of £9,500 available for companies that commit to sponsorship by 7th December 2022 
and pay the relevant fee by 31st  December 2022. 

The format of our Conference has included an interactive panel session on 
many occasions; it has proved highly beneficial for both panellists and 
delegates.

“A fantastically varied and informative 
conference - a valuable and 
informative day.”
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Sponsorship Packages

Panellist Package
There are only two of these packages available. This provides the opportunity to be involved in a 
lengthly panel session and also have a manned stand in the dedicated exhibition area for the whole day, 
which is particularly beneficial as there are five separate networking breaks (breakfast/registration, 
morning coffee, lunch, afternoon tea, drinks reception). The package includes:
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• 2 sponsor delegates (including speaker)
• Participation in a 25 minute plenary session (including Q&A)
• Full provision of AV equipment and technical support
• A manned stand at the event all day (from 8.15am to 5.30pm)
• The opportunity to network with all attendees during registration, a standing buffet lunch, all coffee

breaks and the post-Conference drinks reception
• Two invitations to the drinks reception following the conference
• Your own mini-Hub within the Conference Hub to display your marketing materials to delegates and

all of our members (further details on page 4)
• Advance copy of the delegate list
• Media coverage pre- and post-event and coverage on the FEIFA website
• Your logo and speaker’s profile in the event brochure
• Provision of delegate feedback report post-event
• Your presentation recorded and available to all of FEIFA's members as a VoD soon after the event.

This sponsorship opportunity is available at a cost of only £10,000 – with a discounted 
fee of £9,500 available for companies that commit to sponsorship by 7thDecember 2022 
and pay the relevant fee by 31st  December 2022. 

As always, it is expected that the majority of FEIFA's now 70-plus member firms will be 
represented. “Many thanks for organising a great 

conference; we all found the day very 
interesting”
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Sponsorship Packages

Presentation Package
This package provides all of the above benefits except that, in place of the panel session, a 25 minute 
plenary session (including Q&A) is provided. As always, there will also be a limited number of these 
packages available. The package includes:
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Sponsorship Packages

Exhibition Package

There are also a small and limited number of these packages available, which are aimed at companies 

for whom a panel session or presentation is less beneficial.

Each of these sponsorships will have a 6 foot dressed table and can accommodate up to two standard pop-
up banners. The full package provides:

• A manned stand at the event all day (from 8.15am to 5.30pm)
• 2 sponsor delegates
• The opportunity to network with all attendees during registration, buffet lunch (standing) and all coffee

breaks
• Two invitations to the drinks reception following the Conference (further networking opportunities)
• Your own mini-Hub within the Conference Hub to display your marketing materials to delegates and

all of our members (further details on page 4)
• Advance copy of the delegate list
• Press coverage pre- and post-event and coverage on the FEIFA website
• Your logo in the event brochure
• Provision of delegate feedback report post-event

This package is available at a cost of only £6,500 – with a discounted fee of £6,000 available for 
companies that commit to sponsorship by 7th December 2022 and pay the relevant fee by 31st 
December 2022. 

In the past we have had greater demand for sponsor places than the slots available, 
particularly for the Panel and Presentation Packages. Please therefore register your 
interest early to enable us to accommodate as many of our Partner companies as possible.

“Thank you for putting on such a great 
event! I found it incredibly beneficial and 
I look forward to returning next year.”

“This event alone makes the annual 
membership fee good value.”
Conference delegate
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Conference delegate

The event consistently attracts Directors and key decision makers from major European 
advisory firms.



FEIFA
The Federation of European Independent Financial Advisers

Email: info@feifa.eu
Website: www.feifa.eu

Sponsor quotes:

“A very well organised event”

“The event was well organised and there was a good turnout” 

“We would welcome the opportunity to be part of future events” 

Past sponsors of our annual events have 
included:

Brooks Macdonald
Dominion Funds
Dynamic Planner
Fidelity International
Janus Henderson Investors
LGT Wealth Management
Marlborough
Momentum Group/iPensions
Novia Global
OneLife
Praemium
Prestige Funds
Prudential
Quilter International
Rathbones
Schroders
TAM Europe
Tilney
Utmost Wealth Solutions
VAM Funds
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